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Instructions from the Chair:
“a comprehensive presentation on instrument
technology needs across the entire planetary
program.”!
Steve Squyres is expecting you “to let us know
which topics [you feel] are most important.”

Caveat:
This presentation represents my own personal
opinions and neither JPL nor NASA policy or
recommendations.
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Dr. Chris Webster is the Manager of JPL’s
Planetary Science Instruments Office,
programmatically responsible for instrument
builds (e.g. Diviner, M3), investment strategy,
proposal submission and task management for
instrument development and science research.
During a 30-year career at JPL and earlier work at
Bristol University, the Paris Observatory, and Stanford,
Chris Webster pioneered laser spectrometer
development, building and flying 9 instruments on
aircraft (ER-2, DC-8, WB-57, Global Hawk) and
stratospheric balloons in several NASA suborbital field
campaigns. He has published ~150 refereed scientific
papers and won NASA’s Exceptional Scientific
Achievement medal twice. He is the institutional PI for
the TLS instrument on the SAM suite (Mahaffy, GSFC)
on MSL.
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Outline of Presentation
•
•
•

•
•

Instrument development pathways and programs
Competed vs. assigned instruments on NF/Discovery
Instrument challenges for EJSM, Titan, Venus, Comets &
asteroids, Mars 2018
Tables of specific instrument development needs (in situ,
remote, active, generic)
Twelve Observations
Four Recommendations

•

BACKUP- 3 examples of instrument challenges

•
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Our Solar System- a Diversity of
Target Bodies
Planets, satellites,
asteroids, comets

• The huge diversity of target bodies presents
challenges for planetary instruments that are
not found in Earth-orbiting instruments for
Earth science or astrophysics;
• Large variations are encountered in
- Size, shape, and rotation rate
- Absolute temperatures
-Thermal variations
- Surface compositions and activity
- Atmospheric densities, cloud cover, gas
compositions
- Solar intensities
- Radiation environment
- Planetary protection requirements
- Magnetic and Gravitational fields
• Flight qualification to high TRL (“relevant
environment”) is therefore target body-specific
http://creationwiki.org
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Exploring our Solar System requires a
Diversity of Flight Ready Instruments

Stardust

NEAR
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The Role of Technology in Instrument
Development
•

Investment in science, instruments, and technology is vital for formulating
(new) mission concepts.
–
–
–

•

•

New instrument technology can enable new science missions (e.g.
hyperspectral imaging) but must show low risk, i.e. high technology
readiness (TRL 5+)
For existing technology:
–

•

Scientific and human exploration are the reasons we go.
Science instruments are our sophisticated tools.
Engineering & technology make the journey and adventure possible.

Emphasize claimed heritage, proxy heritage, build-to-print

For new technology:
–
–
–
–
–

Plan extensive laboratory testing and qualification
Conduct Earth demonstrations on balloon, aircraft, rocket, ISS, Shuttle platforms
Consider “Tech Demos” for flight instruments - e.g. ISS instruments, DS-2, New Millenium
Strengthen Mission Assurance and Quality Control through DP and FPP (e.g. Test what you
fly, fly what you test; bonded stores, hardware travelers, etc.)
Emphasize end-to-end testing of prototypes, EM’s
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Assessing Instrument Readiness

Critical
development
need

Field work (Atacama,
Svalbard, Death Valley,
etc.) is not “relevant”
environment (TRL 5)
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Planetary Science Instrument Development
Pathway and NASA Programs
Strong Research
Program
TRL 1, 2

Focused science
objectives
Participation in
mission formulation

TRL 2-4 Develop the
measurement capability
and instrument concept
TRL 4 _
Demonstrate the
capability through
published terrestrial
measurements

Planetary Geology & Geophysics PGG, Mars
Fundamental Research, Planetary Astronomy/
atmospheres, Outer Planets Research, Exobiology,
Cosmochemistry, NEO, Mission data analysis

Understand & develop
the measurement
technique

Understand the
mission needs for
instruments

Increase TRL to 5 or 6
Flight qualified TRL 8 or
flight proven TRL 9 for
space readiness

PIDDP, ASTID
Targets TRL 1-6; awards TRL 2-4

High altitude balloon & aircraft flights,
field deployments: ASTEP, IIP, ISS,
HOPE, MMAMA, FSAT

Develop instrument
prototype for specific
planetary opportunity
Provides PI’s, PS’s,
IS’s, IE’s

Mars MIDP (only)
Selected instruments on
NASA missions
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Negotiating around the mid-TRL gap
- Instrument proposal advice
•

•
•

•

•

At the proposal (formulation) phase, seek broad engagement with line and
program management, technologists, engineers, scientists, system engineers
– Be very concerned about instruments or sub-systems with TRL<5
Seek expert help (seasoned PM’s, SE’s, SM’s, IM’s) in accurately assessing the
TRL level and risk, and weight the cost/ schedule margins appropriately;
Make sure that the new technology is essential to addressing specific objectives
in the mission science traceability;
– Avoid the trap of forcing a new technology into a mission or instrument (“all
dressed up and nowhere to go”);
– If a new technology is essential, it will get the attention and go forward even
if it runs into problems
Balance (trade off) the new science enabled by the technology and the added
risk (lower heritage, NRE costs, etc.)
– Understand the true science floor
Don’t underestimate transition to space environment – thermal, vibe, g,
testability, fault tolerance, housekeeping/troubleshooting data etc.
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A Submillimeter Story
•

•

•

•

THz is the primary frequency region for line and
continuum radiation from cool (5-100 K) gas
molecules and dust – Peter Siegel
Half the luminosity and 98% of the photons
released since the Big Bang fall into the Submm
& Far-IR (Dave Leisawitz)

Submm spectroscopy is an enabling technique for Earth science
(MLS on Aura), planetary science (SWAS, MIRO), and
astrophysics (Herschel-HIFI), spanning ground-based to suborbital to orbital.
MIRO (Gulkis) on Rosetta was launched in 2004 for rendezvous
with comet Churyumov-Gerasimenko in Nov. 2014
- two heterodyne radiometer channels -560 GHz for CO, H2O, NH3,
CH3OH, and 188 GHz (continuum).

•

MoMeD technology has been successfully developed for
receivers and mixers at lower TRL levels, but for Venus
(Discovery), Mars (2016), and EJSM (JGO 2025), submm
spectrometers urgently need mid-TRL development of:
•
•

•

MLS 100-680 GHz

Local oscillators, receivers and mixers that are widely tunable
and rad-hard
Miniaturization to fit into low mass allocations

Submm spectrometer for JGO is currently too massive
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Competed (New Frontiers, Discovery) vs.
Assigned (Flagship) Mission Instruments

New Horizons – Pluto, Charon

JUNO- Jupiter

SAGE- Venus

OR- Asteroid
Moonrise- SPAB

• Flagship missions (e.g. Cassini, MSL, JEO) typically have payloads of 8-12
instruments with broad community involvement in the science product
- Instruments are owned by individual institutions rather than mission PI’s;
• NF instrument payloads can be instrument-rich (e.g. JUNO, SAGE) or sparse
if sample return (typically only imagers);
• Discovery instrument payloads vary enormously in technical maturity and
their fate is in the hands of the responsible mission PI (e.g. Phoenix);
• For all competed missions, instruments above the science floor are seen as
“descopable”:
- Cost-capped NF and Discovery missions sometimes take late instrument
descopes to stay viable (e.g. laser altimeter on Dawn).
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The Challenges for EJSM Instruments
•

•

•

Two key challenges characterize the JEO/JGO
instrument development – Radiation and Planetary
Protection;
- Very high radiation will impact design and drive
mass (shielding) and reliability for a long mission;
- PP requirements will impact design, integration,
and calibration plans;
Also, both JEO and JGO have the challenge of
numerous fly-bys and target bodies (Io, Europa,
Ganymede, Callisto, Jupiter).
NASA plans on having a 2-step competition to mitigate
instrument development risk.
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The EJSM-JEO Baseline Payload
Instrument

Heritage Proxy

Risk Mitigation*

Ice Penetrating Radar (IPR)

MRO-Sharad, ME-Marsis

FPGA based Digital Electronics system as
basis for rad-hard ASIC

Vis-IR Spectrometer (VIRIS)

MRO-Crism, Ch- M3

Fast, low-noise rad hard detectors that
extend to longer wavelengths

Wide-Angle (WAC) and MediumAngle Camera (MAC)

MRO-MARCI, MessengerMDIS, NH-MVIC

Rad-hard CCD image sensors
Rad tolerant optics/ filter

Narrow Angle Camera (NAC)

New Horizons-Lorri

Rad-hard CMOS focal plane array

Thermal Instrument (TI)

MRO-MCS, LRO-Diviner

Thermopile detector arrays, rad-hard
readout electronics

Laser Altimeter (LA)

Messenger-Mola, LRO Lola

Diode lasers to pump Cr:Nd:YAG; InGaAs
photon-counting swath-mapping sensors

Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS)

Cassini-UVIS, NH-Alice

Rad-hard 2D photon-counting detectors.

Magnetometer (MAG)

Messenger, Galileo MAG

Rad-hard ASICs and GaAs diode laser
and fiber couplings to radiation vault

Radio Science (RS)

Cassini, JUNO, NH, GRAIL

Rad-hard MMIC dual-frequency radio
transponder and USO

Sub-mm Spectrometer for JGO

Rosetta MIRO, Herschel

Super-compact fast and widely-tunable
MoMeD LO’s +receivers

Ion &Neutral Mass Spect. (INMS)

Rosetta ROSINA

Microchannel plate MCP detector and
high-speed data acquistion ADC’s

Particle &Plasma Instr. (PPI)

DS1-PEPE, Messenger-FIPS,
NH-PEPSSI

Rad-hard omni-directional e- detectors and
solid-state array detectors for energy analysis

* NASA plans on having a 2-step competition to mitigate instrument development risk.
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The Challenges for a Europa Surface Payload
•

Currently, JEO can only consider a 100 kg lander or sonde with ~5 kg
science payload
– Instrument(s) must be high capability, low mass, low power, high radiation
tolerance; and suffer long cruise, limited telemetry, rigorous planetary protection

•

There is no heritage available for this demanding component so that
re-design/ re-engineering/ qualification is a must for the Europa
environment (no atmosphere, very cold, icy surface, and high
radiation, etc.)

Russian Lander, IKI
Rob Gowens, MSSL
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The Challenges for Titan Instruments
•

•
•
•

Like Earth, Titan has varied landscape, seascape, weather, a predominantly
N2 atmosphere, a gas (CH4 instead of H2O) that forms clouds, rain, and lakes,
photochemical smog, tectonics and (cryo-) volcanism, etc., and is seen as a
model for terrestrial (i) prebiotic chemistry and (ii) climate change during rapid
volatile loss (future Earth)
*TSSM final report 2008
Minimum temp is 71 K at the trop. (100 mbar, 45 km)
Surface (lake) temperature is 94 K at 1496 mbar
Instruments for Titan exploration are in 3 categories:
- Orbiter (remote sensing) that need to look
through atmospheric window at 5 !m with high-res
imaging
- Long duration balloon (remote and in situ)
- Lake lander (in situ) to surface

• Instruments need to survive the long
mission voyage, operate at extremely cold
temperatures in liquid environments
without risk of inlet clogs, and limited
power for decontamination.
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Titan Payloads for the TSSM*
* Titan Saturn System Mission

Lander Instruments:
In situ

Orbiter Instruments
Penetrating radar/altimeter
NIR imaging spectrometer
Sub-mm Sounder
Polymer Mass Spectrometer
Magnetometer
Langmuir probe
Energetic particle
spectrometer

Balloon Instruments:
In situ and remote
Visible Imager
Near-IR Spectrometer /
Atmospheric Optics Monitor
Subsurface Radar Sounder
Tunable Laser Spectrometer
(including nephelometer)
Meteorology Package (and
microphone)

Panoramic Imager
Point Spectrometer
Microscopic Imager
Lander Chemical Analyzer
Robotic Arm
Seismometer
Lander Magnetometer
Lander Meteorology Package
Descent Imager

Plasma flux spectrometer
RS ultra-stable oscillator

areavoices.com
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The Challenges for Venus Instruments
•
•

From orbit, the challenge is to sense below the cloud layers
but the unknown surface presents high science risk;
Venus presents a truly extreme environment where mission
lifetime is hours for in situ exploration, and days/months for
balloons:
–
–
–
–
–

•

Surface P=92 bar, T=460 oC, with supercritical CO2 atmosphere
H2SO4 cloud & haze layers, corrosive for probes or balloons;
Sample handling needed for XRD/XF mineralogy can be avoided by
LIBS/Raman surface sensing;
Instruments encounter high g-loads (~200 g) on entry
Just above the clouds is a great balloon region of 0.1 atm at room
temperature

VEXAG Report 2009: 3 themes
(i) Venus greenhouse and climate change
Superrotation and general circulation; Surficial evidence of climate
change; Radiation balance, clouds and chemical cycles

(ii) Surface activity
Surface/atmosphere interactions and rock chemistry; Structure and
dynamics of interior; Evidence of geologic activity and history

(iii)Water loss
Crustal composition and evidence for continent-like crust; Chemical &
isotopic signatures of a past ocean; Evolution of early atmosphere
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Venus Orbiter and Lander Payloads
Lander Instruments
Descent ASI
Descent Vis-NIR
Descent GCMS-TLS
Magnetometer
Net Flux Radiometer
Nephelometer

Orbiter Instruments
InSAR
Vis-NIR imaging
spectrometer
Sub-mm Sounder
Neutral Ion Mass Spec
(INMS)

Microscopic imager
Balloon Instruments

XRD/XRF

ASI for p, T, wind, accel

LIBS/Raman

GCMS-TLS

Passive gamma ray detector

Nephelometer

Sample acquisition, transfer,
preparation

Vis-NIR camera

Magnetometer

Magnetometer

Langmuir probe

Radio tracking

RS ultra-stable oscillator
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The Challenges for Comet and
Asteroid Encounters
•

•

•

•

Instruments need a high level of autonomy and
imaging resolution for early mapping of topography,
gravity;
Sample collection in touch-and-go (e.g. brush wheel
samplers) is challenging in the low-g environment with
varied surface material consistency;
Comet sample return would prefer cryogenic
sampling, must address contamination during the long
return journey and Earth entry;
If station-keeping near a comet, molecular detections
(gas neutral, ions) need very high sensitivities, long
integration times, or sample trapping for isotope ratios
(noble gas and stable CHNOPS) to required
precisions
–
–

Water flux 5 km away from comet is only ~2 x 107 molecules/cm2
Other gases, HCN, NH3, etc. 3-6 orders of magnitude less
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Typical Mars Mission Payloads
Mars Science
Lab MSL 2011
Instrument
Cameras (Mastcam, Descent
Imager, MAHLI hand lens
imager)
Alpha Particle X-ray
spectrometer (APXS)
ChemCam LIBS

Mars
Reconnaissance
Orbiter MRO
Instrument
ExoMars Trace Gas
Cameras (HiRISE NAC, Context
Orbiter 2016
CTX, Color imager MARCI, Opt
Nav)

Instrument
Solar Fourier Transform IR
Spectrometer (SFTIR)

Chemin XRD/XRF spectrometer

Vis-NIR imaging spectrometer
CRISM

SAM Quadrupole Mass Spec,
GC, TLS

Mars Climate Sounder MCS
thermal imager

DAN Neutron spectrometer

SHARAD Radar sounder

Thermal IR profiler/ mapper

Radiation Assessment Detector
RAD

Atmospheric structure and gravity

Wide-Angle Camera (WAC)

REMS Met Station

Solar-nadir IR mapper
Sub-mm Spectrometer

High Resolution Color Stereo
camera NAC
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Challenges for Mars
2018 Instruments
•

The value of collecting samples for MSR
sample return is compromised if the
samples are not of high interest:
–

–

•

Representing a diverse range of mineral types in
well-characterized geological sites with the
potential to preserve organic compounds
Or with confirmed organic content (Deep UV
Raman/ fluorescence)

The sample cache requirement means
that very little payload mass can be
devoted to science
– Therefore it is vital to develop
miniaturized sensors to high TRL !

Visible image

Raman mapping – mineralogy

Sabrina Feldman
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In Situ Instruments for Life Detection
•
•

Potential targets are Europa, Titan, Enceladus, Mars, Comets
Many technologies which could be useful for this purpose are
either not currently being developed by NASA or are at low
TRL levels.

LOW TRL
MID TRL
HIGH TRL

Sabrina Feldman
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Tables of Specific Instrument Needs*

* Webster assessment, with input from some leading instrument PI’s
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In Situ Planetary Instrument Needs
Instrument

Examples, Main Targets

Technology Development Needs

X-ray Diffraction
spectrometer XRD/XF

Chemin on MSL: Venus,
Mars, asteroids, moon

- High intensity X-ray sources: Carbon nanotube or capillary focusing esources; small HVPS; simplified sample handling.

LIBS/ Raman
spectrometer

ExoMars , ChemCam on
MSL: Mars, Venus, Titan,
comets

LIBS- compact 1064/7 nm laser sources
Green Raman - 532 nm low input power lasers/detectors with <nsec
pulse width/ response
Deep UV Raman- 220-400 nm PMT array detectors

Alpha Particle X-ray
Spectrometer

APXS on MER, MSL: Moon,
Mars, asteroid

- Improved detectors (higher resolution at higher op temps, improved
sensitivity for light elements; active X-ray source for micro-mapping (?)

Mass Spectrometer
(GC- or Ion-Neutral)

QMS on SAM, INMS on
Cassini, PV GCMS, Rosetta
ROSINA: all bodies

- Lower mass/power electronics, valves, pumps
-Liquid separation/ mass spectrometer techniques such as LCMS with
electrospray TOF-MS for in situ icy environments;
- Noble gas geochronology technologies - U-Th/He and K/Ar systems

Neutron spectrometer

DAN on MSL: moon, Mars,
Venus

- High intensity e- sources (carbon nanotube), advanced Tritium target
technologies; detectors for secondary neutrons.

Tunable laser
spectrometer

TLS on MSL: Mars, Venus,
comets, moon, Titan,
Saturn probes

-Room temperature IR lasers packaged with TEC’s at 3-5 !m
- Reference gas cells and cte window seals

Wet chemistry
analytical

MECA on Phoenix, Urey:
Mars, ISS, comets, outer
planets

-Highly integrated, flyable, testable, automated approaches to
biomarker detection (amino acid chirality, carboxylic acid chain length)
-Lab-on-chip without off-chip processing

Microscopic Imager

MI on MER: Mars, moon,
asteroids

- Low mass (100 g), low power (5 W) InGaAs focal plane arrays and
readouts

Met station P, T,
humidity sensors

MET on Mars Polar Lander,
Phoenix: all networks

-Fast digital electronics for atmospheric fluxes
- Accurate low pressure (< 10 mbar) gauges
- High temperature P, T sensors for Venus

Seismometer

ExoMars; netlanders

- High-g survival, emplacement technologies for close surface coupling

Particle spectrometer/
nephelometer

Cassini Huygens, PV
nephelom. + LCPS: Venus,
Titan

- Highly integrated, rugged, light-weight, low-power, multi-wavelength
lasers, detectors, optics25

Remote Sensing Planetary Instrument Needs
Instrument

Examples, Targets

Technology Development Needs

Cameras: wide-,
mid-, -narrow
angle

MER, MSL, LROC on LRO, HiRISE on
MRO, Marci on MRO, NH LORRI: all
bodies, JEO/JGO

-CMOS focal plane arrays with rad-hard, low read noise, low
power, high collection & transfer efficiency, high readout-rates
- Random pixel access to allow digital TDI
- Low temperature operation for Titan

Vis-IR imaging
spectrometer

M3 on Chandrayaan-1: CRISM on MRO,
Cassini CIRS: Moon, asteroids, Venus,
comets, outer planets JEO/JGO

- Low-noise, high-temp (>200 K) large-format Vis-Mid-IR
detector arrays, framing sensors (rad-hard, latch-up free)

UV imaging
spectrometer

UVIS on Cassini, NH Alice: JEO/JGO

- Radiation-hard, high-res imaging (2D) photon-counting
detectors for outer planet missions.

Sub-millimeter
spectrometer

MIRO on Rosetta: Outer planets, Mars,
Venus, comets, JGO

- Super-compact low mass (10 kg), low power (25 W) fast
and widely-tunable MoMeD LO’s +receivers near 600 GHz

Microwave
spectrometer

MWR on JUNO: Gas giants

- Large (deployable) antennae for high spatial resolution at
low frequency

Thermal Imager

Diviner on LRO, MCS on MRO: Moon,
Mars, asteroids, JEO

-Rad-hard readout electronics
-Broadband uncooled thermopile detector arrays (>64
elements)

FTIR
spectrometer

TES on MGS, Mini-TES on MER, MATMOS:
Mars, Venus, Titan

- Flight qualified 24-bit A/D convertors to reach optimal
sensitivity performance of parts-per-trillion

Radio Science

RS on ExoMars, Cassini: All bodies,
JEO/JGO

High rad-tolerant MMIC dual-frequency radio transponder
with up- down-link cancellation of solar plasma for tenfold
improvement in gravity field and interior structure sensing

Magnetometer

MAG on Cassini, Messenger, JUNO: All
bodies, JEO/JGO

-Vector He Mag: GaAs diode laser at 1.083 um and fiber
couplings to radiation vault; rad-hard ASIC
- Fluxgates: rad-hard ASIC

Particles &
Fields

Cassini Plasma Spectrom. CAPS,
Radio/Plasma RPWS, DS-1 PEPE, JUNO
JEDI, NH PEPSSI: outer planets JEO/JGO

- Rad-hard omni-directional electron detectors
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- Solid-state array detectors for energy analysis

Active Remote Sensing Planetary Instrument Needs
Instrument

Examples, Targets

Technology Development Needs

Ice-penetrating radar

MARSIS/SHARAD: Mars,
JEO/JGO, Comet/Asteroid

- (Rad-hard) lightweight on-board processing technology to
reduce downlink bandwidths and mapping time.
- Wideband (10-70 MHz operating range) high-efficiency
transmitter and matching network. Reliability/Qualification of
new devices, e.g. GaN transistors for amplifier

Imaging SAR

Mars: Eagle P-band
Moon: P-band

- Lightweight on-board processing technology for automatic
polarimetric multi-look image generation to reduce downlink
bandwidths and mapping time.

Laser Altimeter

LOLA on LRO, MOLA on MRO:
JEO/JGO, moon, asteroids

- Diode laser sources for Cr:Nd:YAG
- InGaAs photon-counting swath-mapping sensors

X-, Ka-band
interferometric radar
for topography

Venus: X/S-band InSAR;
Europa: JEO Ka-band InSAR.

- Rad-hard, lightweight, low-power, on-board processing
technology for automatic topography generation to reduce
downlink bandwidths and mapping time.
- Large lightweight (2 kg/m2) interferometer antenna pair
w/supporting structure

Gravity mapping

GRAIL, Grace: Moon, Europa
JEO/JGO

- Miniature low power Ka-band transponders
- Advanced gravity gradiometers e.g. quantum interferometry

EDL landing radar

MSL: Mars, comets, moon,
asteroids

-Electronically scanning Ka-through-W-band or higher
frequency active radar antenna and supporting lightweight
electronics.
- Lightweight real-time on-board processing technology to
guide landing.
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Multiple Instrument Needs
Instrument

Targets

Technology Development Needs

Gas, liquid sampling

Titan, Mars, Venus, Europa,
Enceladus, comet

Valves, pumps

Solid sampling

Asteroid, comet, Titan, Mars,
Venus, Europa, Enceladus

Sample processing and handling of cores,
regolith

Mars, Venus, asteroid, comet

Sub-surface rock sampling, scooping, from
landed platforms, or from hovering spacecraft
and aerobots

Venus, Titan, comets,

High- and low- temperature sample acquisition
systems

Titan, Europa

Cryogenic sampling (e.g. Lakes, comets)
Container seals, technologies

Sensors and
components

Titan, Venus, Europa,
Enceladus, comet

High- and low- temperature sensors, components,
mechanisms, lubricants

Electronics

Titan, Mars, Venus, Europa,
Enceladus, comet

High- and Low-/ wide temperature range
electronics, digital spectrometers

JEO/JGO, outer planets

Rad-hard electronics

All bodies

Autonomous control, spectral recognition and
on-board processing, fault tolerance and
identification

Software
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How Much will it all cost?
•

While overhead (“burden”) rates have remained about the same over the
last two decades, instrument development funding has diminished
significantly with salary inflation:
– In 1985 I won a PIDDP for Titan TLS at $220 K/year that paid 3 FTE’s/year
• Today , the same funding level is given that now pays <1 FTE/year

– In 1985 my Earth science balloon instrument task received $600 K/year that paid
6 FTE’s/year + equipment
• Today, it receives $300 K that pays for 1 FTE/year;

– In 2004 I won a MIDP for $1.6 M over two years that made a significant
contribution to getting TLS ready to propose for MSL.
– Low funding levels means that only fractional efforts and attention are paid to
instrument development activities.

•

•

For mid-TRL development, a minimum of 3 FTE’s plus $500 K
equipment and services is needed, namely ~$1.5 M per year for 3
years, or ~$5 M (min) per development.
For ~20 instrument developments at $5-10 M per development,
a total cost of ~$100-200 M over 3 years is anticipated.
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Twelve Observations
1. There are only ~20 basic instruments that use fundamental physical and
chemical techniques developed decades ago
-

X-ray, mass and laser spectroscopy, submillimeter, microwave, radar, visible imaging, UV
spectroscopy, seismometry, magnetometry, etc.

2. Planetary instruments often run into cost overruns and capability descopes
due to underestimation of the technology readiness of component
subsystems;
-

All institutions recognize that spending up-front on technology risk reduction saves tenfold
on selected instruments;

-

The Warner Rule recommends investment of 5-7% of total run-out costs, or $3-4 M for a
$50 M instrument

3. Recognizing the mid-TRL gap, review boards (esp. competed) have
understandably become fearful of embracing new instrumentation and
enamored with heritage and build-to-print selections- a short-term strategy
that cannot be sustained over the next decade;
-

With parts obsolescence, planetary target changes, and the need to customize for resource
allocation (mass, power, data rate) “build-to-print” has become a misnomer;

4. Progress has been made on developing low-cost missions with more target
opportunities and observational capability (orbit, landing, touch-and-go),
but there has been a reluctance to fund incremental instrument needs
(mass reduction, data rate, detector performance, etc.) to flight readiness;
30

Twelve Observations – contd.
5. While Earth science has successful mid-TRL programs (e.g. Instrument
Incubator Program IIP), planetary science has no program for funding the
transition from low TRL (PIDDP) to flight. This is especially egregious
considering the wide diversity of planetary targets;
-

The PIDDP program tends to fund low-TRL developments with the review board focusing on
innovative new ideas, not strategically-important developments – it is seed money

-

Instrument development funding has diminished significantly over the last 2 decades to the
point of being below critical mass for significant developments

6. Inter-NASA center (and JPL, APL) competition for limited funds provides a
vehicle for duplication, inefficiency, and underfunding that is not warranted
in cost-driven (capped) outer planet missions;
7. The cost of building instruments does not vary significantly across NASA
centers, JPL, APL. Instruments overrun in cost in part because teams do
not carry proper (weighted) reserves for instrument builds;
8. While in situ (surface, sub-surface, atmosphere) analysis for biogenic
signatures has been long recognized as a critical component of planetary
exploration, little progress has been made in developing flyable in situ
instrumentation more sophisticated than the mass spectrometer;
- Urey for ExoMars stopped at TRL 4
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Twelve Observations – contd.
9. In cost-driven instrument builds, there is no longer enough funding to
develop full instrument prototypes, EM units, test-bed instruments for onsurface operations, or flight spare parts for use in future versions – and
these critical components are often descoped to maintain cost;
10. The low-risk posture and inadequate funding for mid-TRL development is
inhibiting the development of dramatically-new instrumentation – a bolder
path to implementation is needed.
11. The difficulty in keeping below the cap for competed missions means that
instruments are often on a descope list that the mission PI may exercise
and the science return suffers. Instruments on Flagship Missions have
more protection from higher reserves and individual institutions that
champion each selected instrument.
12. Institutions often excel (demonstrated capability and heritage) in a few
instrument types, for example (not a complete list!):
–
–
–
–
–

GSFC: Mass Spectrometers and laser altimeters
JPL: Submm spectrometers, Vis-NIR spectrometers, radar sounders
SwRI: Particles and fields instruments
APL: Imaging spectrometers
LASP: UV spectrometers
- MSS: Small cameras
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Recommendations
1. NASA should create a new program to fund mid-TRL instrument
development for specific core instrument types (20). Realistic
funding levels of $5-10M over 3 years are required for each
development;
2. NASA’s successful PIDDP program should consider
augmenting funding awards to realistic levels (~$500 K/ year)
that would counter inflation of the last two decades since
program inception;

3. Consideration should be given to assigning a few specific highTRL instrument developments to specific centers or institutions
with a track record of demonstrated capability and flight
heritage- but would need a path for including new approaches.
4. NASA should consider requiring that prototype, EM and testbed instruments be a mandatory inclusion in flight instrument
builds and not considered descope options.
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BACKUP CHARTS:
Specific examples of instrument
challenges
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XRD/XF– High Voltage Power Supply for Chemin on MSL
Chemin (PI David Blake, ARC) is an X-ray diffraction/
fluorescence spectrometer (XRD/XF) that determines
definitive mineralogy from diffraction ring patterns
produced when x-rays strike a powder target

•

JPL had planned to get the HVPS from Oxford XTG in Bay Area
–
–
–

•
•
•
•

Small Co. not familiar with space qual./ space environment, JPL QA, DP, FPP
Lightweight, 25-28 kV (Design for 35 kV)
Temp. range for Mars a big challenge. Pure SF6 condenses at lower limit – ended with SF6
+N2 mix

The Chemin team was reluctant to reduce the voltage from 40 kV to 28 kV,
although only ~2 SNR reduction
By PDR, the Chemin HVPS was identified as a high-risk
Schedule slip – JPL successfully brought HVPS in-house as a grass roots
technology development (~$$ upper);
In addition to HVPS, Chemin had other challenges:
–

The lightweight cryocooler was a commercial missile cooler from Israel- same as on MRO’s
CRISM (2/3have now failed)
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XRD/XF– Shorter integration times for Venus surface
•

The Mars Chemin XRD/XF experiment :
-

draws too much power through the HVPS to the X-ray source
(a conventional electron gun filament);
needs ~10 hours of signal integration

-

•

For Venus surface measurements is needed a
next-generation X-ray source based on carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) that promises
–
–

low power consumption with a uniform, more easily
focused beam;
higher intensity source that would reduce integration
times for a short lifetime mission;

Venus surface by Venera 13
lander, 1982 – NSSDC
Russia. Lasted 2 hrs.

Carbon Nanotube
Cathodes

e-

5 µm
Thermionic
Cathode

Harish Manohara et al.,
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TLS on SAM on Mars Science Lab (MSL)
•
•

•

Tunable laser spectrometer (TLS) for Earth science was ~3,500 lb for
balloon (1985-LHe), 160 lb for aircraft (1990-LN2)
TLS for Huygen’s Titan Probe was removed (1990) from Phase- A
study payload as high risk – 6,000 psi cooler for “methane laser” at
120 K;
For SAM-MSL, JPL developed a methane laser at 3.3 !m but laserTEC-sensor packaging issues caused a wavelength shift
–

New laser will be kept below 50 oC as work-around

Laser source in
liquid He =150 lb
1985- Earth TLS is 3,500 lb

TLS laser – 100 g
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TLS for Venus, Titan, Saturn and Comets
•

TLS can measure water, carbonate content to 10-10 wt% in
soils, and C, O, H, S, N isotope ratios to 1-5 per mil
– For Saturn and Venus, TLS can measure CO without
interference;
– TLS can measure 34S/33S/32S in gases on Venus for surfaceatmosphere exchange process determination;
– For Titan, TLS can measure hydrocarbons, C2H2, HCN, HC3N,
etc.

•

TLS needs mid-TRL development of:
– Laser sources packaged with TEC’s and sensors especially
at 3-5 !m (Titan, Mars, Venus, comet)
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